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Let K be a compact Hausdorff space. It is proven that any bounded unital 
representation m of C(K) on a Banach space X has the property that the closure 
of m(C(K)) in the weak operator topology is a reflexive operator algebra. As a con- 
sequence, it is shown that if 9 is an arbitrary bounded Boolean algebra of bounded 
projections on a Banach space X, then AlgLat(O) is the weak operator topology 
closure of the linear span of g. These generalize the work of several authors. As a 
corollary, an alternate proof of a theorem of Bade is obtained. In addition, 
approximate reflexivity results are obtained for the norm closures of m(C(K)) and 
span(g). 0 1989 Academic Press. Inc 
1. PRELIMINARIES 
Suppose @ is a complete (in the sense of Bade) Boolean algebra of 
projections on a Banach space X. The well-known result of W. G. Bade 
states that the uniform closure of the (linear) span of 99 is reflexive (i.e., 
v g = AlgLat $8) [3 ; 5, XVII.3.161. Let K be a compact Hausdorff space 
and let m:C(K) + L(X) be a bounded homomorphism from the continuous 
complex functions on K into the set of (continuous linear) operators on X 
such that m( 1) = 1. In [ 111 it was shown that m( C(K)) is contained in the 
uniform closure of the span of a complete Boolean algebra of projections 
if and only if m has weakly compact action (i.e., a -+m(a)x is a weakly 
compact map from C(K) into X for each x in X). In this case Bade’s result 
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implies that the weak operator closure of m(C(K)) is reflexive (i.e., 
w-cl(m(C(K))) = AlgLat m(C(K))) [ 11, Theorem 31. Therefore, in this 
sense, the theorem of Bade generalizes the von Neumann double com- 
mutant theorem (in the commutative case) for self-adjoint algebras of 
operators on a Hilbert space [2, 1.2.11. In [9] an asymptotic version of the 
double cornmutant theorem was proved. The analogue in our setting 
would say that m( C(K)) is approximately reflexive, i.e., m(C(K)) = 
apprAlgLat m( C( K)). 
This paper investigates the general situation in which m does not have 
weakly compact action or when the bounded Boolean algebra g is not 
complete. We show that 
(1) w-cl m( C(K)) is always reflexive, 
(2) m( C(K)) is always approximately reflexive, 
(3) the weak operator closure of sp g is always reflexive, 
(4) the uniform closure of sp SJ is always approximately reflexive. 
We will need some preliminary results outlined in [lo]. First of all, we 
can assume that m is l-l, and, by putting an equivalent norm on X, we can 
assume that m is an isometry, and that a, b E C(K), x E X, and (al Q 1 b( 
implies that Ilm(a)xll < Ilm(b)xll [lo, Lemma 21. 
We also need to consider results on Arens extensions (see [ 1, lo]). We 
let X# denote the dual of a Banach space X. Associated with the module 
multiplication 
(1) C(K)xX+X::(u,x)+ux=m(u)x 
we define three other bilinear maps: 
(2) xx X# + C(K)# :: (x, a) +/ix,, :: pL,,,(u) = a(ax), 
(3) X# x C(K)## + X# :: (a, a) + ua :: (m)(x) = u&J, 
(4) C(K)##xP#+X## : : (a, p) + up :: (u/?)(a) = /?(ua). 
When (1) is taken as the product on C(K) (i.e., X= C(K)), then (4) 
becomes the Awns product on C(K)##, which makes C(K)“# isomorphic 
to C(S) with S hyperstonian [ 11. Furthermore, (3) defines a Banach 
C(K)#“- module structure on X# that gives a homomorphism 
m# : C(K)## + L(X#) defined by m#(u)(a)=aa. The map (4) defines a 
Banach C(K)#” -module structure on P #. Since the C(K)# #-module 
structures on X# and X# # extend the canonical induced C( K)-module 
structures on these spaces, we call (3) and (4) the Arens extensions of the 
module multiplication on X. For information on Arens extensions the 
reader can consult [ 11. 
We say that a projection p in C(K) is a carrier projecrion for a vector x 
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in X if {a E C(K) : m(a)x = 0) = C(K)( 1 - p). Carrier projections play an 
important role in our results. If we consider X as a subset of X# # con- 
sidered as a C(K) # # -module with the Arens multiplication defined above, 
we define (X) to be the norm closed C(K)# #-submodule generated by X, 
i.e., (X) =v{ax: UEC(K)‘# ,xeX}. We denote by o=a((X),X#) the 
relative w*-topology on (X). We list some facts from [lo] for easy 
reference. 
LEMMA 1. (1) For each a in C(K), m”(u) is the udjoint in L(X#) of 
the operator m(u) in L(X). 
(2) m# is (w*, w*-operator)-continuous. 
(3) For each c1 in X# the linear map from C(K)# # into X# that sends 
a to ucc is (w*, w*)-continuous. 
(4) Each CI in X# has a carrier projection e, in C(K)##. 
(5) For each z in (X), the linear map from C(K)“” to (X) that 
sends a to az is (w*, o)-continuous. 
(6) Each z in (X) has a carrier projection e, in C(K)” ‘. 
The map m# need not be l-l, but it follows from the above lemma that 
ker(m#) is a w*-closed ideal in C(K)##, which implies that there is a 
projection p in C(K) # # such that ker(m#)= (1 -p) C(K)“. We let 
A = pC(K)##. Then A is a commutative von Neumann algebra (i.e., 
A = C(S) with S hyperstonian), A has a predual, and the results in the 
preceding lemma remain true when C(K) # # is replaced by A. Moreover, 
m# is l-l on A, and if m is a contraction, then m# is isometric on A. 
Finally, suppose p E C(K) # , i.e., p is a complex regular Bore1 measure on 
K. The Lebesgue decomposition for measures defines a projection P from 
C(K)# onto L1(p) = {v E C(K)# : v G PJ. The adjoint P# defines a projec- 
tion of C(K) # # onto L”(U). In this way we can identify L=(p) as a subset 
of C(K)##. 
2. REFLEXIVITY 
Suppose Y c L(X). We let 9’” denote the commutunt of 9’ in L(X), i.e., 
9’” = { TE L(X) : ST= TS for every S in 9’). We let Lat Y denote the set 
of all (closed linear) subspaces of X that are invariant under each S in 9, 
and we let AlgLat Y denote the set of all operators in L(X) that leave 
invariant all of the subspaces in Lat 9’. We say that S is reflexive if 
AlgLat Y is the unital weakly closed algebra generated by Y. We begin 
with an essentially algebraic result (part (2)). 
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LEMMA 2. Suppose Y is a Banach space, K is Stoniun, p : C(K) + L( Y) 
is a contractive unital homomorphism, TE p(C(K))“. Suppose that A4 is a 
linear #subspace of Y (not necessarily a C(K)-module). 
(1) Zf Ty = ay for y in Y and a in C(K), and if y has a carrier projec- 
tion ey in C(K), then I/ueJ d (ITII. 
(2) Zf every vector in A4 has a carrier projection in C(K) and tf 
Ty E C(K)y for every y in M, then there is an a in C(K) such that Ty = ay 
for all y in M. 
Proof (1) Assume via contradiction that l/aeJ > II TII. Then there is 
an E > 0 and a nonzero projection e <e, such that [aeye 2 (11 TII + E)e, 
since p is a contraction. But 11 Tlj lleyll > IITeyII = IleTyll = lleaey yll > 
(lITI\ + E) Ileyli. This implies that ey = 0, and hence that e = eeY = 0 (ey is a 
carrier projection for y), a contradiction. 
(2) It follows from Ty E C(K)y that, for each y in M, there is a 
unique uY in C(K) such that Ty = uY y and ayey = uY (e, denotes the carrier 
projection of y). By (1) we know that llayil < II TII for every y in M. We now 
wish to show, for every y, z in M, that 
(a, - a,) eye=  0. (*I 
Choose a projection e in C(K) that is maximal with respect to the 
property that e(a, - a,) eye=  0. Let w = (1 - e) y. Clearly, e, = (1 - e) e,, 
is a carrier projection for w. Assume via contradiction that C(K)w A 
C(K)z #O. Then there is an a in C(K) e, such that O#aw~ C(K)z. 
Applying T we obtain a,,aw = a,aw, which implies that ~(a, - a,) eyez = 0. 
Since a # 0 and ae = 0, this clearly violates the maximality of e. Hence 
C( K)w n C( K)z = 0. 
Hence, if c = ay+r, then (l-e) T(y+z)=(l-e)c(y+z)=(l-e)a,y+ 
(1-e)a,z, which implies that (l-e)(c-a,)w=(l-e)(a,-c)z. Thus 
(l-e)(c-a,)y=(l-e)(c-a,)w=O and (l-e)(c-a,)z=O, which 
implies that (1 - e)(c - uY) eY = (1 - e)(c - a,) e, = 0. Multiplying by eye= 
we obtain (1 - e)(a, - a,) e,e, = 0, which implies (*). 
It follows from the fact that K is Stonian and llayll d 11 TII that there is an 
a in C(K) such that ueY = uY for every y in M. Thus Ty = uy for every y 
in 44. 1 
LEMMA 3. Suppose X is cyclic. Then m# (A)” = m # (A). 
Proof Suppose T is in the cornmutant of m#(A), choose x in X so that 
C(K)x is dense in X, and let a E X#. Note that pL,,,,(b) = apx,,(b) for every 
a in A and every b in C(K). (Proof: First check when a E C(K), then take 
w*-limits.) Since X is cyclic, it follows, for each fl, y in X#, that P,,~ = pLx,Y 
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implies p = y. Since acr = 0 if and only if ap.,,. = 0, the carrier projection ez 
is also the carrier projection for pu,, in A. Since act = 0 implies that 
aT(a)= T(acc) =O, it follows that eTn <e,. Hence the measure P,,~~ is 
absolutely continuous with respect to the measure P~,~. Let .f be the 
Radon-Nikodym derivative. If e is a projection in A such that ef‘~ A 
(i.e., ef is bounded), then 11,. Trz = ep.X, TX = efp,,% = P.~,,~~. The preceding 
lemma implies that liefe,li < )I TIJ. It follows that a = e, f = f E A. Thus 
&, Tsr = akx = ,%z2 which implies that Tel =a~. It now follows from 
Lemma2 that Tern”(A). 1 
COROLLARY 4. If X is cyclic, then m( C(K))’ = w-cl(m( C(K))). 
If Y c L(X#), we let AlgLat#(Y) denote the set of operators that leave 
invariant the w*-closed invariant subspaces of Y. 
LEMMA 5. m#(A)” n AlgLat#m#(A) = AlgLat m#(A) = m#(A). 
Proof: We can assume that m# is a contraction. Since (1 -e) X* and 
eX# are in Lat m#(A) for each projection e in A, it follows that the 
elements of AlgLat m#(A) commute with the projections in A. But A 
is the norm closed linear span of the projections in A; thus 
AlgLat m#(A) c m#(A)“. Hence the proof of the lemma reduces to 
showing m”(A)” n AlgLat#m#(A) cm”(A). 
Suppose T~rn#(A)“n AlgLat” m#(A). Given an x in X, let X(x)= 
[C(K)x] -. The polar X(x)’ of X( ) x in X#is a w*-closed A-submodule of 
X#. So T leaves X(x)” invariant. For any CI in X”, define p[a] = [TM], 
where [E] denotes CI + X(x)” in P/X(x)” =X(x)#. Clearly p is a well- 
defined operator. 
The Arens extension of the C(K)-module multiplication on X(x) to 
X(x)# is identical with the A-module structure on X(x)# induced by the 
quotient map. To see this, let a E A and let {aA} be a net in C(K) such that 
a, + a(~*). Let b E C(K) and c1 E X#. One has 
a[a](bx) = lim[ol](albx) = lim cr(a,bx) = aa = [acr](bx). 
It is easily checked that f is an A-module homomorphisms on X(x)#. 
By Lemma 3, there is an u,in A such that F[a] =u,[cY] for all CI in P. 
Then T(cY)(x) = (u,cl)(x) for each x in X and each c( in X”. 
Consider the adjoint T# of T on X# #. Then T # is an A-module 
homomorphism, and, for each x in Xc (X) c X# # and each c( in X#, we 
have T#(x)(u) = (u,cc)(x) = x(a,a) = U,X(GL). Thus T#(x)=u,x for every 
x in X. It follows from Lemma 2 that there is an a in A such that 
T#(x) = ax for all x in X. Thus T=m#(u). 1 
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COROLLARY 6. m#(A) is closed in the weak operator topology on 
L(X#). 
Remarks. Let K be totally disconnected. The simple observation at the 
beginning of the proof of Lemma 5 shows that AlgLat m(C(K)) commutes 
with m(C(K)). That this is true for every compact Hausdorff space K 
follows from a theorem of Evans [7], which shows that an operator T on 
X commutes with m(C(K)) if and only if m(a)x = 0 implies m(a) TX = 0 
whenever a E C(K) and x E X. Since TE AlgLat(m( C(K))) implies that 
TX E [m(C(K))x] ~ for every x, it follows that AlgLat m( C(K)) commutes 
with m(C(K)). Also the proof of part (1) of Lemma 2 is a variation of an 
argument of Evans [6,5.1]. 
THEOREM 7. Suppose m : C(K) + L(X) is a bounded unital homo- 
morphism. Then AlgLat m(C(K)) = w-cl m(C(K)). Moreover, for each T in 
AlgLat m(C(K)), there is a net (aA} in C(K) with Ila,ll 6 llmll IITII for each 
1, such that m(al) + T in the weak operator topology on L(X). 
Proof Suppose T E AlgLat m( C( K)). Then T commutes with m( C( (K))) 
[7] (cf. the preceding remark). This implies that T# is in 
m#(,4)‘nAlgLat# m”(A). It follows from Lemma 5 that there is an a in 
A and a net { ai} in C(K) with IlaJ = IjaIl for every I and such that 
a, + a( w* ) in A. Thus m # (aJ + T # in the w*-operator topology on 
L(X”) (Lemma 1). This means that m(al) --f T in the weak operator 
topology on L(X). m 
COROLLARY 8. There is a compact Hausdorff space K’ and a bounded 
unital homomorphism m : C( K’) + L(X) such that m( C( K’)) = w-cl m( C( K)). 
Proof Suppose m# is an isometry. Let f denote the conjugate of an f 
in A. Let TE w-cl m(C(K)) and {al} is a bounded net in C(K) such that 
m(aA) + T in the weak operator topology. Choose a bounded net (b,} in 
C(K), consisting of convex combinations of the a,% so that m(b,) + T in 
the strong operator topology. By Alaoglu’s theorem, we can assume that 
there is an b in A such that b, -+ b and 6, + b in the w*-topology on A. 
Therefore, for each x in X, 6,x+6x with respect to the relative w*- 
topology on (X) (Lemma 1). On the other hand, 16, - 6,,1 = lb, - b,,l 
implies ll(6, - h,,)xll = ll(b, - b,,)xll + 0. That is, there is a y in X such that 
6,x -+ y in norm. Thus if we denote the embedding of A in L( (X)) by 
m#“, wehavem##(&(X)c X. Let S=m”#(6)1 X.ThenS~w-cl(m(C(K))) 
and S# = m#(6). Since (m”))‘( { T# : TE w-cl m(C(K))}) is a norm closed 
unital self-adjoint subalgebra of the commutative C*-algebra A, it is 
isomorphic to C(K’) for some compact Hausdorff space K’. 1 
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Suppose 68 is a bounded Boolean algebra of projections on X. Let K 
denote the Stone representation space of .@. Then there is a bounded unital 
homomorphism m : C(K) -+ L(K) such that m( C( K)) = q &?. The Boolean 
algebra g of projections is complete (in the sense of Bade) if 99 is complete 
as an abstract Boolean algebra, and if {e;,) is an increasing net with 
supremum e in &I’, then c;,x --, ex for each x in X [3, 51. 
THEOREM 9. If S8 is a bounded Boolean algebra of‘ projections on a 
Banach space X, then AlgLat g is the weak operator closure of the span 
Of"%@. 
COROLLARY 10 (Bade [3]). Z’ &I is a complete Boolean algebra of 
projections on X, then AlgLat a is the norm closure of the span of g. 
Proof: Consider the induced bounded homomorphism m: C(K) --t 
L(X), where K is the Stone representation space of 98. Since g is complete 
in the sense of Bade, K is hyperstonian (i.e., C(K) is a dual Banach 
space) and m is (w*, weak-operator)-continuous [ 11, Theorem 11. Let 
TE AlgLat %Y. By Theorem 7 (and Alaoglu), there is a bounded net {a,} in 
C(K) such that m(aiJ + Tin the weak operator topology and converges in 
the w*-topology to an element a of C(K). Then m(al) -+ m(u) in the weak 
operator topology, so T= m(u). fl 
The notion of r-complete bounded Boolean algebras of projections (i.e., 
each vector has a carrier projection) was introduced by Veksler [14] and 
was also considered by Rall [12]. This class strictly contains the complete 
Boolean algebras of projections. For this class of algebras Rail obtained the 
following reflexivity result [12; 13, p. 2201. 
COROLLARY 11 (Rail). Suppose g is a r-complete bounded Boolean 
algebra of projections on X. 
(1) rf X is cyclic, then JF = F&J%). 
(2) If SY is complete as an abstract Boolean algebra, then 
AlgLat &J = v(g). 
Proox Let K be the Stone representation space of 99. It can be verified 
directly that @ is z-complete on C(K) and K is quasi-Stonian (i.e., each 
sequence in &9 has a supremum in 99). 
(1) The crucial property of a Banach space that is cyclic with respect 
to a r-complete bounded Boolean algebra of projections is due to Veksler 
[ 14, Lemma 71: Let x, + x and y, -+ y such that e.+e,” = 0 for each n. Then 
exe, = 0. 
By Corollary 8, m( C( K))” = AlgLat g = C( K’) for some compact 
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Hausdorff space K’. Since K is a quotient of K’, to prove (1) it is sufficient 
to show that G9 separates the points of K’. Let s, t E K’ be distinct points. 
Let ~EC(K’) be such that cp(s)=l, q(t)= -1, and -1Gcpdl. There is 
a bounded sequence {a,} of real functions in C(K) such that ~(a,,) + cp in 
the strong operator topology in L(X) (use the cyclicity of X). Since 
Ia,’ -cp+1 d la,- cp], we have m(a,+ ) --t cp + and m(a;) -+ cp- in the strong 
operator topology. Choose e, in 33 so that enan = a,’ and (1 -e,) a, = a;. 
Let x,) be a cyclic vector. Then enunxO + (p+xO and (1 -e,) unxO + q-x0. 
By Veksler’s result, there is an e in g such that (1 -e) ‘p+xO = 0 = ecp -x0. 
Since x0 is a cyclic vector, one obtains (1 - e)cp + = 0 = ecp-. Thus e(s) = 1 
and e(t) = 0. Hence 9 separates the points of C(K’), and (1) is proved. 
(2) Let TE AlgLat 6?. By part (1) for each x in X, there is an 
U,E e,, v 9J such that TX = a,~. Since K is Stonian, and TE m(C(K))“, we 
may apply Lemma 2 to obtain an a in C(K) such that TX = ax for every x 
inX. 1 
3. ASYMPTOTIC RESULTS 
We now turn to approximate reflexivity and double cornmutants. 
Suppose {M,} is a net of closed subspaces of X, and for each I, 7~~: 
X -+ X/M, is the quotient map. For an operator T in L(X), the net {M,} 
is asymptotically invariant if Iln,o (TI M,)/l + 0. For a subset 9’ of L(X), 
apprAlgLat(Y) is the set of all operators T that leave asymptotically 
invariant every net of subspaces left asymptotically invariant by every ele- 
ment of 9’. Clearly apprAlgLat(Y) is a unital norm closed subalgebra of 
AlgLat(Y). It is also clear that if TEapprAlgLat(9) and {P,}is a 
bounded net of projections such that /I( 1 - PJ SP,lI + 0 for every S in 9, 
then II( 1 - PA) TPj,II + 0. The set Y is called approximately reflexive if 
apprAlgLat(Y) is the unital norm closed algebra generated by 9’. We 
define appr(Y)“’ to be the set of operators T such that llBi T- TB,II -+ 0 
for every bounded net {B,} in L(X) such that (I B,S - SB,I/ + 0 for each 
S in 9. It is clear that appr(Y)” is unital norm closed subalgebra of 9”. 
The following lemma contains our key asymptotic result. 
LEMMA 12. Suppose LX is a norm closed se&&joint unitul subalgebra of 
C(K). Then 
(1) m(C(K))napprAlgLat(m(6Z))=m(a), 
(2) m(C(K))nappr(m(6E))““=m(6E). 
Proof. We can assume that m is an isometry. Suppose g E C(K), and 
g 4 a. The Bishop-Stone-Weierstrass theorem implies that there are points 
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s, t E K such that f(s) =f(t) for every f in c%, but g(s) # g(r). We can 
assume that g(s) = 1 and g(t) = 0. 
Let n be the collection of all pairs (9, E) with 5 a finite subset of GZ and 
E > 0. Fix 1= (9, E) in A. Since m is l-l, we can choose nonzero functions 
U, v, ui, vi in C(K), with O<u, vb 1, such that: 
(3) uv=o, uu,=u,, vv,=v,, 
(4) II(f-fb))ull, II(f-f(t))4 <E for allfin 9~ {gj. 
If we choose unit vectors x, y in X with XE range(m(ui)) and 
~~range(m(v,)), we then have 
(5) m(u)x=x, m(v)y=y, and m(u)y=m(v)x=O. 
Next choose a, p E X# so that llclli = l/B/i = U(X) =/?(y) = 1. Define P, in 
L(X) by PA(z) = [cr(m(u)z) + b(m(v)z)]x. Then P: = P, and l/Pill < 2. 
Moreover, since f(s) =f(t) for each fin 9, we have (I Pj,m(f) - m(f) P,Il 
< IIf’kW) -.f(s))ll + ll(m(f) -f(s)) P, II ~44~. In addition, lIP,m(g) - 
mk)U a II(P2m(g)-m(g) p2)Yll 3 llxll - lIpJ(m(g)- g(f))y)ll - 
Ilk(s) - m(s)bll 3 1 - 3s. 
Thus {Pi.) is a bounded net of projections, 1) P, S - SP,/I -+ 0 for every S 
in m(a), and /I P,m( g) -m(g) P,I) + 0. Hence m(g) is in neither 
apprAlgLat m(a) nor appr(m(a))““. 1 
COROLLARY 13. If X is cyclic, then appr(m(C(K)))“” = m(C(K)). 
Proof: It follows from Corollary 4 and Corollary 8 that appr(m( C(K)))” 
c m(C(K))“” = w-cl(m(C(K))) = C(K) for some compact Hausdorff space 
K’. We now apply the preceding lemma with 0Z = C(K) and K’ playing the 
role of K. 1 
The method of the preceding proof also yields the following result. 
THEOREM 14. Suppose m: C(K) + L(X) is a bounded unital homomor- 
phism. Then 
(1) apprAlgLat m( C( K)) = m( C(K)), and 
(2) AlgLat(m(C(K))) n appr(m(C(K)))“‘= m(C(K)). 
COROLLARY 15. If @ is a bounded Boolean algebra of projections on X, 
then apprAlgLat(8) = q(W). 
4. QUESTIONS AND COMMENTS 
1. It was shown by T. A. Gillespie [8] that if 99 is a complete Boolean 
algebra of projections on X, and if cp is a weak-operator continuous linear 
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functional on L(X) and E > 0, then there are an x in X and an a in X# such 
that cp(T)=a(Tx) for every T in Sp98 and llxll Ilajld(l+&)Il(pll. As a 
consequence, Gillespie [S] proved that every weak-operator closed unital 
subalgebra of @ 9 is reflexive. If @ is a complete Boolean algebra of 
projections on X, then must every unital norm closed subalgebra of v 9J 
be approximately reflexive? 
2. The proof of Corollary 13 works whenever m(C(K))‘” = 
w-cl(m(C(K))). However, Dieudonnt [4] has shown that this is not 
always the case. In spite of this fact, we conjecture that m(C(K)) = 
appr(m(C(K)))“” always holds. (It holds for Dieudonnt’s example.) It is 
sufficient to show that appr(m(C(K)))“” c w-cl(m(C(K))). 
3. There are several questions of interest related to Lemma 5. When 
is m#(A) (or its commutant) closed in L(P) with respect to the 
w*-operator topology? When do the operators in AlgLat# m# (A) 
commute with m # (A)? The answer to these questions is affirmative, if 
every operator on X# that commutes with m#(C(K)) also commutes with 
m#(A). A sufficient condition is that m#(C(K)) be weak-operator dense 
in m#(A). Another sufficient (but not necessary) condition is that the 
projections in m # (A) be a complete (in the sense of Bade) Boolean algebra 
of projections on X# [ 11, Theorem 11. 
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